Dear Friends of Possibility Management,

As we deepen and explore how Possibility Management is thoughtware for Archiarchy, one of the biggest surprises is when Possibilitator Specialties get built into Gaian Gameworlds that then become Archan infrastructure. One such example is the Feelings Practitioners.

The term ‘Feelings Practitioner’ was derived from a German word: Heilpraktiker, which means ‘Healing Practitioner’. In Germany, a ‘Heilpraktiker’ is a legal naturopathic professional certified by German law to deliver alternative and complementary health care. A Heilpraktiker is educated in the basic modern medical sciences, such as anatomy, physiology and pathology, and then specializes in a complementary and alternative field of health care ranging from homeopathy, phytotherapy, Chinese medicine, cranio-sacral therapy, Ayurvedic medicine, to reflexology or acupuncture.

Several years ago, a small group of Possibility Management Trainers who were already Certified Heilpraktiker in Germany, noticed the discrepancy that their Heilpraktiker training focused on a Client’s Physical Body and Energetic Body, but almost entirely ignored their Emotional Body.

Convinced that through applying PM feelings and emotions distinctions they could help people heal Physical-Body symptoms and ailments, this team invented the term ‘Feelings Practitioner’, and began researching their claim.

During private trainings and single sessions, it was not long before the Feelings Practitioners confirmed overwhelmingly what they suspected was true. Once you can Inner Navigate your feelings enough to notice and navigate anger, sadness, fear, and joy, whole new healing domains open up. In these few short years, Feelings Practitioners have discovered and refined a wide variety of powerful healing Processes which are producing
legendary and lasting results.
Recently, several Feelings Practitioners began revealing their Treasure during a free weekly online Feelings Practitioner Clinic where they deliver the Feelings Practitioner work with one or two actual Clients in public. We have witnessed the positive benefits and legendary results from the Feelings Practitioner Clinic so often that we could no longer keep it a secret. We have to share about what is happening so you can try it for yourself or tell your friends.

The Feelings Practitioner Clinic is on Wednesday evenings in Central European Time 19.00 to 20:00 on Zoom. You can find registration information in the event below.

Becoming a Certified Feelings Practitioner yourself involves participating in Expand The Box training, a minimum of 6 Possibility Labs, and then a series of 6 Feelings Practitioner Labs. Further details are on their website, or simply call them.

We are so excited to bring you such happy news!

Love from your PM News Team

Possibility Management

---

Feelings Practitioner Clinic
Empowering Evolutionary Healing Skills

@Wednesday 7-8pm cest

Feelings Practitioner Clinic
If you or someone that you know are experiencing symptoms in the Physical Body, from 5th of July 2023 on and until October 2023, both Michaela Kaiser and Samoto are holding an Online space for you.

Everybody is welcome!

The Feelings Practitioner Trainer Team is committed to offer a space with Feelings Practitioners speciality of Possibility Management.

FEEL TO HEAL
Discover your emotional body and your very own healing powers during this space.

Your emotional life and well-being is the key for healing and
development.
This applies to both yourself and the clients you are holding space for - as a therapist, healer, a Possibilitator, a Trainer or a Possibility Manager.
Everybody is welcome to the Feelings Practitioners Online Clinic, no prior knowledge is required.

This space:
• provides a new perspective on symptoms
• invites you to a different healing field
• introduces you to working with feelings and resonance tissues
• teaches you Feelings Practitioner emergent medicine
• bridges the fields of medicine with healing through Feelings

TRAINERS: Michaela Kaiser & Samoto Michael Hallinger

No need for previous Registration.

This online Clinic is open to everyone that speaks English and Portuguese, it is simultaneously translated.

Zoom Link:  https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5801380350

You can see more on the Feelings Practitioner YouTube channel:
https://youtube.com/@Feelings.Practitioner

Possibility Management Global Community

Possibility Creation Village
Ask for and give Possibility, share your research, and celebrate your gold. Great collaborations and projects were born there. Join at this link:
https://t.me/+ViEuN7pEHlcsDlvC

Emotional Collaboration Group
A thriving gateway platform to ask for, provide, and witness Emotional Healing Processes at any time of day or night thanks to the global Team of EHP Spaceholders. Join at this link:
https://t.me/+COzXWiD1vP6hMmlx

Possibility Management Events
Have access to the latest PM-related Events by Possibilitators from around the world as well as offering your own Events where you deliver your Nonmaterial Value. Join at this link:
https://t.me/+8fjY9XlnYdKwNTRi
You receive this email because you wanted to discover what it is like to change your mind. You can change your mind about anything, even about receiving this email. If this is the case, let us know by clicking on the links to the right.